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Abstract. We exhibit assertion-preserving (reachability preserving) trans-
formations from parameterized concurrent shared-memory programs, un-
der a k-round scheduling of processes, to sequential programs. The salient
feature of the sequential program is that it tracks the local variables of
only one thread at any point, and uses only O(k) copies of shared vari-
ables (it does not use extra counters, not even one counter to keep track
of the number of threads). Sequentialization is achieved using the concept
of a linear interface that captures the eﬀect an unbounded block of pro-
cesses have on the shared state in a k-round schedule. Linear interfaces
in fact serve as summaries for parallel processes, and the sequential-
ization compiles these linear interfaces to procedural summaries in the
sequential program. Our transformation utilizes linear interfaces to se-
quentialize the program, and to ensure the sequential program explores
only reachable states and preserves local invariants.
1 Introduction
The theme of this paper is to build veriﬁcation techniques for parameterized con-
current shared-memory programs: programs with unboundedly many threads,
many of them running identical code that concurrently evolve and interact
through shared variables. Parameterized concurrent programs are extremely
hard to check for errors. Concurrent shared-memory programs with a ﬁnite num-
ber of threads are already hard, and extending existing methods for sequential
programs, like Floyd-Hoare style deductive veriﬁcation, abstract interpretation,
and model-checking, are challenging. Parameterized concurrent programs are
even harder.
A recent proposal in the veriﬁcation community to handle concurrent pro-
gram veriﬁcation is to reduce the problem to sequential program veriﬁcation. Of
course, this is not possible, in general, unless the sequential program tracks the
entire conﬁguration of the concurrent program, including the local state of each
thread. However, recent research has shown more eﬃcient sequentializations for
concurrent programs with ﬁnitely many threads when restricted to a ﬁxed num-
ber of rounds of schedule (or a ﬁxed number of context-switches) [11,9]. A round
of schedule involves scheduling each process, one at a time in some order, where
each process is allowed to take an arbitrary number of steps.
The appeal of sequentialization is that by reducing concurrent program veriﬁ-
cation to sequential program veriﬁcation, we can bring to bear all the techniquesand tools available for the analysis of sequential programs. Such sequentializa-
tions have been used recently to convert concurrent programs under bounded
round scheduling to sequential programs, followed by automatic deductive veri-
ﬁcation techniques based on SMT solvers [10], in order to ﬁnd bugs. The goal of
this paper is to ﬁnd a similar translation for parameterized concurrent programs
where the number of threads is unbounded.
A translation from parameterized concurrent programs to sequential pro-
grams is, of course, always possible— a sequential interpreter that simulates the
global state of the parameterized program will suﬃce. However, such a transla-
tion would be incredibly complex, and would need to generate unbounded heaps
to store the local states of the unboundedly many threads, and will surely not be
tractable to verify using current sequential analysis tools. Our aim is to convert
a concurrent program to a sequential program so that the latter tracks the local
state of at most one thread at any time, and uses only a bounded number of
copies of shared variables.
The motivation for the bounded round restriction is inspired from recent re-
search in veriﬁcation that suggests that most concurrency errors manifest them-
selves within a few context-switches (executions can be, however, arbitrarily
long). The CHESS tool from Microsoft Research, for example, tests concurrent
programs only under schedules that have a bounded number of context-switches
(or pre-emptions) [13]. In the setting where there are an unbounded number of
threads, the natural extension to bounded context-switching is bounded rounds,
as the latter executes schedules that allow all threads in the system to execute
(each thread is context-switched into a bounded number of times). Checking
a parameterized program to be correct for a few rounds gives us considerable
conﬁdence in its correctness.
The main result of this paper is that sequentializations of parameterized
programsare also feasible, when restricted to a bounded round of schedules. More
precisely, we show that given a parameterized program P with an unbounded
number of threads executing under k-round schedules and an error state e, there
is an eﬀectively constructible (non-deterministic) sequential program S with a
corresponding error state e′ that satisﬁes the following: (a) the error state e is
reachable in P iﬀ the error state e′ is reachable in S, (b) a localized state (the
valuation of a thread’s local variables and the shared variables) is reachable in P
iﬀ it is reachable in S— in other words, the transformation preserves assertion
invariants and explores only reachable states, (we call such a transformation
lazy), and (c) S at any point tracks the local state of only one thread and
at most O(k) copies of shared variables, and furthermore, uses no additional
unbounded memory such as counters.
The existence of a transformation of the above kind is theoretically challeng-
ing and interesting. First, when simulating a parameterized program, one would
expect that counters are necessary— for instance, in order to simulate the sec-
ond round of schedule, it is natural to expect that the sequential program must
remember at least the number of threads it used in the ﬁrst round. However,
our transformation does not introduce counters. Second, a lazy transformation is
2hard as, intuitively, the sequential program needs to return to a thread in order
to simulate it, and yet cannot keep the local state during this process. The work
reported in [9] achieves such a lazy sequentialization for concurrent programs
with ﬁnitely many threads using recomputation of local states. Intuitively, the
idea is to ﬁx a particular ordering of threads, and to restart threads which are
being context-switched into to recompute their local state. Sequentializing pa-
rameterized concurrent programs is signiﬁcantly harder as we, in addition, do
not even know how many threads were active or how they were ordered in an
earlier round, let alone know the local states of these threads.
Our main technical insight to achieve lazy sequentialization is to exploit a
concept called linear interfaces (introduced by us recently [7] to provide model-
checking algorithms for Boolean parameterized systems). A linear interface sum-
marizes the eﬀect of an unbounded block of processes on the shared variables in
a k-rounds schedule. More formally, a linear interface is of the form (u,v) where
u and v are k-tuples of valuations of shared variables. A block of threads have a
linear interface (u,v) if, intuitively, there is an execution which allows context-
switching into this block with ui and context-switch out at vi, for i growing
consecutively from 1 to k, while preserving the local state across the context-
switches (see Figure 1).
In classic veriﬁcation of sequential programs with recursion (in both deduc-
tive veriﬁcation as well as model-checking), the idea of summarizing procedures
using pre-post conditions (or summaries in model-checking algorithms) is cru-
cial in handling the inﬁnite recursion depth. In parameterized programs, linear
interfaces have a similar role but across a concurrent dimension: they capture
the pre-post condition for a block of unboundedly many processes. However, be-
cause a block of processes has a persistent state across two successive rounds of
a round-robin schedule (unlike a procedure called in a sequential program), we
cannot summarize the eﬀect of a block using a pre-post predicate that captures
a set of pairs of the form (u,v). A linear interface captures a sequence of length
k of pre-post conditions, thus capturing in essence the eﬀect of the local states
of the block of processes that is adequate for a k-round-robin schedule.
We present a lazy sequentialization procedure that synthesizes a sequential
program that uses a recursive procedure to compute linear interfaces. Intuitively,
linear interfaces of the parameterized program get converted to procedural sum-
maries in the sequential program. Our construction hence produces a recursive
program even when the parameterized program has no recursion. However, our
translation also works when the parameterized program has recursion, as the
program’s recursion gets properly nested within the recursion introduced by the
translation.
Our translations work for general programs, with unbounded data-domains.
When applied to parameterized programs over ﬁnite data-domains, our sequen-
tialization shows that a class of parameterized pushdown systems (ﬁnite au-
tomata with an unbounded number of stacks) working under a bounded round
schedule, can be simulated faithfully by a single-stack pushdown system. In re-
cent work, we have in fact used a direct ﬁxed-point algorithm for parameterized
3pushdown systems, again based on linear interfaces, to model-check predicate
abstractions of parameterized Linux device drivers [7].
The sequentialization provided in this paper paves the way to ﬁnding er-
rors in parameterized concurrent programs with unbounded data domains, up
to a bounded number of rounds of schedule, as it allows us to convert them
to sequential programs, in order to apply the large class of sequential analysis
tools available—model-checking, testing, veriﬁcation-condition generation based
on SMT solvers, and abstraction-based veriﬁcation. The recent success in ﬁnd-
ing errors in concurrent systems code (for a ﬁnite number of threads) using a
sequentialization and by using SMT-solvers [10] lends credence to this optimism.
Related work. The idea behind bounding context-switches is that most con-
currency errors manifest within a few switches [16,12]. The Chess tool from
Microsoft espouses this philosophy by testing concurrent programs by system-
atically choosing all schedules with a small number of preemptions [13]. The-
oretically, context-bounded analysis was motivated for the study of concurrent
programs with bounded data-domains and recursion, as it yielded a decidable
reachability problem [15], and has been exploited in model-checking [17,11,8].
In recent work [7], we have designed model-checking algorithms for Boolean ab-
stractions of parameterized programs using the concept of linear interfaces.
The ﬁrst sequentialization of concurrent programs was proposed for a ﬁnite
number of threads and two context-switches [16], followed by a general eager
conversion that worked for arbitrary number of context-switches [11], and a lazy
conversion proposed by us last year [9]. Sequentialization has been used recently
on concurrent device drivers written in C with dynamic heaps, followed by using
proof-based veriﬁcation techniques to ﬁnd bugs [10].
A recent paper proposes a solution using Petri net reachability to the reacha-
bility problem in concurrent programs with bounded data domains and dynamic
creation of threads, where a thread is context-switched into only a bounded
number of times [1]. Since dynamic thread creation can model unboundedly
many threads, this framework is more powerful (and much more expensive in
complexity) than ours, when restricted to bounded data-domains.
There is a rich history of verifying parameterized asynchronously commu-
nicating concurrent programs, especially motivated by the veriﬁcation of dis-
tributed protocols. We do not survey these in detail (see [3,6,5,4,14,2], for a
sample of this research).
2 Preliminaries
Sequential recursive programs. Let us ﬁx the syntax of a simple sequential
programming language with variables ranging over only the integer and Boolean
domains, with explicit syntax for nondeterminism, and (recursive) function calls.
For simplicity of exposition, we do not consider dynamically allocated structures
or domains other than integers; however, all results in this paper can be easily
extended to handle such features.
Sequential programs are described by the following grammar:
4 seq-pgm  ::=  vardec ;  sprocedure ∗
 vardec  ::=  type  x |  vardec ;  vardec 
 type  ::= int | bool
 sprocedure ::= ( type  | void)f(x1,...,xh) begin  vardec ;  seq-stmt  end
 seq-stmt  ::=  seq-stmt ;  seq-stmt  | skip | x :=  expr  | assume( b-expr ) |
call f(x1,...,xh) | return x | while ( b-expr ) do  seq-stmt  od
if ( b-expr ) then  seq-stmt  else  seq-stmt  fi | assert b-expr 
 expr  ::= x | c | f(y1,...,yh) |  b-expr 
 b-expr  ::= T | F | ∗ | x | ¬ b-expr  |  b-expr  ∨  b-expr 
Variables are scoped in two ways, either as global variables shared between
procedures, or variables local to a procedure, according to where they are de-
clared. Functions are all call-by-value. Some functions f may be interpreted to
have existing functionality, such as integer addition or library functions, in which
case their code is not given and we assume they happen atomically. We assume
the program is well-typed according to the type declarations.
Note that Boolean expressions can be true, false, or non-deterministically true
or false (∗), and hence programs are non-deterministic (which will be crucial as
we will need to simulate concurrent programs, which can be non-deterministic).
These non-deterministic choices can be replaced as inputs in a real programming
language if we need to verify the sequential program.
Let us assume that there is a function main, which is the function where the
program starts, and that there are no calls to this function in the code of P. The
semantics of a sequential program P is the obvious one.
The assert statements form the speciﬁcation for the program, and express
invariants that can involve all variables in scope. Note that reachability of a
particular statement can be encoded using an assert F at that statement.
Parameterized programs with a ﬁxed number of shared variables.
We are interested in concurrent programs composed of several concurrent pro-
cesses, each executing on possibly unboundedly many threads (parameterized
programs). All threads run in parallel and share a ﬁxed number of variables.
A concurrent process is essentially a sequential program with the possibil-
ity of declaring sets of statements to be executed atomically, and is given by
the following grammar (deﬁned as an extension on the syntax for sequential
programs):
 process  ::= process P begin  vardec ;  cprocedure ∗ end
 cprocedure  ::= ( type  | void)f(x1,...,xh) begin  vardec ; conc-stmt  end
 conc-stmt  ::=  conc-stmt ; conc-stmt  |  seq-stmt  | atomic begin  seq-stmt  end
The syntax for parameterized programs is obtained by adding the following rules:
 param-pgm  ::=  vardec  init  process ∗
 init  ::=  seq-stmt 
5Variables in a parameterized program can be scoped locally, globally (i.e.
to a process at a particular thread) or shared (shared amongst all processes
in all threads, when declared before init). The statements and assertions in a
parameterized program can refer to all variables in scope.
Each parameterized program has a sequential block of statements, init,
where the shared variables are initialized. The parameterized program is initial-
ized with an arbitrary ﬁnite number of threads, each thread running a copy of
one of the processes. Dynamic creation of threads is not allowed; however, dy-
namic creation can be modeled easily by having threads created in a “dormant”
state, which get active when they get a message from the parent thread to get
created.4
An execution of a parameterized program is obtained by interleaving the
behaviors of the threads which are involved in it.
Formally, let P = (S,init,{Pi}n
i=1) be a parameterized program where S
is the set of shared variables and Pi is a process for i = 1,...,n. We assume
that each statement of the program has a unique program counter labeling it.
A thread T of P is a copy (instance) of some Pi for i = 1,...,n. At any point,
only one thread is active. For any m > 0, a state of P is denoted by a tuple
(map,i,s,σ1,...,σm) where: (1) map : [1,m] → P is a mapping from threads
T1,...Tm to processes, (2) the thread which is currently active is Ti, where
i ∈ [1,m] (3) s is a valuation of the shared variables, and (4) σj (for each
j ∈ [1,m]) is a local state of Tj. Note that each σj is a local state of a process,
and is composed of a valuation of the program counter, local, and global variables
of the process, and a call-stack of local variable valuations and program counters
to model procedure calls.
At any state (map,i,s,σ1,...,σm), the valuation of the shared variables s is
referred to as the shared state. A localized state is the view of the state by the
current process, i.e. it is (b σi,s), where b σi is the component of σi that deﬁnes the
valuation of local and global variables, and the local pc (but not the call-stack),
and s is the valuation of the shared variables in scope. Note that assertions
express properties of the localized state only. Also, note that when a thread is
not scheduled, the local state of its process does not change.
The interleaved semantics of parameterized programs is given in the obvious
way. We start with an arbitrary state, and execute the statements of init to
prepare the initial shared state of the program, after which the threads become
active. Given a state (map,i,ν,σ1,...,σm), it can either ﬁre a transition of
the process at thread Ti (i.e., of process map(i)), updating its local state and
shared variables, or context-switch to a diﬀerent active thread by changing i to
a diﬀerent thread-index, provided that in Ti we are not in a block of sequential
statements to be executed atomically.
4 An important note: when modeling creation of threads this way, a creation may need
a context-switch to activate the created thread. True creation of threads without
paying a context-switch (like in [1]) cannot be modeled in our framework, and in fact
we believe a sequentialization without introducing a unbounded variable unlikely—


























































have same shared state
local computation
(arbitrarily many events)
have same local state
Fig.1. A linear interface
Veriﬁcation under a bounded round-robin schedule: Fix a parameter-
ized program P = (S,init,{Pi}n
i=1). The veriﬁcation problem asks, given a
parameterized program P, whether every execution of the program respects all
assertions.
In this paper, we consider a restricted veriﬁcation problem. A k-round-robin
schedule is a schedule that, for some ordering of the threads T1,...,Tm, acti-
vates threads in k rounds, where in each round, each threads is scheduled (for
any number of events) according to this order. Note that an execution under
a k-round-robin schedule can execute an unbounded number of events. Given
a parameterized program and k ∈ N, the veriﬁcation problem for parameter-
ized programs for bounded round-robin schedules asks whether any assertion is
violated in some k-round-robin schedule.
3 Linear interfaces
We now introduce the concept of a linear interface, which captures the eﬀect a
block of processes has on the shared state, when involved in an execution of a
k-round-robin schedule. The notion of linear interfaces will play a major role in
the lazy conversion to sequential programs.
We ﬁx a parameterized program P = (S,init,{Pi}n
i=1) and a bound k > 0
on the number of rounds of context-switches.
Notation: let u = (u1,...,uk), where each ui is a shared state of P.
A pair of k-tuples of shared variables (u,v) is a linear interface of length k
(see Figure 1) if: (a) there is an ordered block of threads T1,...,Tm (running
processes of P), (b) there are k rounds of execution, where each execution starts
from shared state ui, exercises the threads in the block one by one, and ends






m where the shared state is v1), and (c) the local state of
threads is preserved between consecutive rounds in these executions (in Figure 1,
for example, t1
1 and s2
1 have the same local state). Informally, a linear interface is
the eﬀect a block of threads can have on the shared state in a k-round execution,
7in that they transform u to v across the block. Formally, we have the following
deﬁnition (illustrated by Figure 1).
Deﬁnition 1. (Linear interface) [7]
Let u = (u1,...,uk) and v = (v1,...,vk) be tuples of k shared states of a pa-
rameterized program P (with processes P).
The pair (u,v) is a linear interface of P of length k if there is some number of















m ) of P for
i ∈ [1,m] and j ∈ [1,k], such that for each i ∈ [1,m]:
– x
j
1 = uj and yj
m = vj, for each j ∈ [1,k];
– t
j
i is reachable from s
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i, except when i = m (shared states are preserved between context-





i+1), except when i = m, is a context-switch. ⊓ ⊔
Note that the deﬁnition of a linear interface (u,v) places no restriction on
the relation between vj and uj+1— all that we require is that the block of
threads must take as input u and compute v in the k rounds, preserving the
local conﬁguration of threads between rounds.
A linear interface (u,v) of length k is wrapped if vi = ui+1 for each i ∈
[1,k − 1]. A linear interface (u,v) is initial if u1, the ﬁrst component of u, is an
initial shared state of P.
For a wrapped initial linear interface, from the deﬁnition of linear interfaces it
follows that the k pieces of execution demanded in the deﬁnition can be stitched
together to get a complete execution of the parameterized program, that starts
from an initial state. Let us say an execution conforms to a particular linear
interface if it meets the condition demanded in the deﬁnition. The following
lemma is obvious:
Lemma 1. [7] Let P be a parameterized program. An execution of P is under
a k round robin schedule iﬀ it conforms to some wrapped initial linear interface
of P of length k. ⊓ ⊔
Hence to verify a program P under k round-robin schedules, it suﬃces to
check for failure of assertions along executions that conform to some wrapped
initial interface of length k.
4 Sequentializing parameterized programs
In this section, we present a sequentialization of parameterized programs that
preserves assertion satisfaction. Our translation is “lazy” in that the states reach-
able in the resulting program correspond to reachable states of the parameterized
8bool blocked := T; int x := 0, y := 0;
process P1:
main() begin






x := 12; y := 2;
blocked := F; // unblock P1
end
Fig.2. Assertion not preserved by the eager sequentialization.
program. Thus, it preserves invariants across the translation: an invariant that
holds at a particular statement in the concurrent program will hold at the cor-
responding statement in the sequential program.
A simpler eager sequentialization scheme for parameterized programs that
reduces reachability of error states for parameterized programs but explores un-
reachable states as well, can be obtained by a simple adaptation of the translation
from concurrent programs with ﬁnitely many threads to sequential programs
given in [11]. This scheme consists of simulating each thread till completion
across all the rounds, before switching to the next thread, and then, at the end,
checking if the execution of all the threads corresponds to an actual execution
of the parameterized program. Nondeterminism is used to guess the number
of threads, the schedule, and the shared state at the beginning of each round.
However, this translation explores unreachable states, and hence does not pre-
serve assertions across the translation. We refer the reader to Appendix A for
an account of this translation.
Motivating laziness: A lazy translation that explores only localized states
reachable by a parameterized program has obvious advantages over an eager
translation. For example, if we subject the sequential program to model-checking
using state-space exploration, the lazy sequentialization has fewer reachable
states to explore. The lazy sequentialization has another interesting consequence,
namely that the sequential program will not explore unreachable parts of the
state-space where invariants of the parameterized program get violated or where
executing statements leads to system errors due to undeﬁned semantics (like
division-by-zero, buﬀer-overﬂows, etc.), as illustrated by the following example.
Example 1. Consider an execution of the parameterized program P from Fig-
ure 2. The program involves only two threads: T1 which executes P1 and T2
which executes P2. Observe that any execution of T1 cycles on the while-loop
until T2 sets blocked to false. But before this, T2 sets y to 2 and hence the
assertion (y  = 0) is true in P1.
However, in an execution of the simpler eager sequentialization (see Ap-
pendix A), we would simulate P1 for k rounds and then simulate P2 through k
rounds. In order to simulate P1, the eager translation would guess non-deterministically
a k-tuple of shared variables u1,...,uk. Consider an execution where u1 assigns
blocked to be true, and u2 assigns blocked to false and y to 0. The sequential
program would, in its simulation of P1 in the ﬁrst round, reach the while-loop,
9and would jump to the second round to simulate P1 from u2. Note that the asser-
tion condition would fail, and will be duly noted by the sequential program. But
if the assertion wasn’t there, the sequentialization would execute the statement
x := x/y, which would results in a “division by zero” exception. In short, (y  = 0)
is not an invariant for the statement x := x/y in the eager sequentialization. The
lazy translation presented in the next section avoids such scenarios.
4.1 Lazy sequentialization
Without loss of generality, we ﬁx a parameterized program P = (S,init,{P})
over one process. Note that this is not a restriction, as we can always build P
so that it makes a non-deterministic choice at the beginning, and decides to
behave as one of a set of processes. We also replace functions with return values
to void functions that communicate the return value to the caller using global
(unshared) variables. Finally, we ﬁx a bound k > 0 on the number of rounds.
We perform a lazy sequentialization of a parameterized program P by build-
ing a sequential program that computes linear interfaces. More precisely, at the
core of our construction is a function linear int that takes as input a set of
valuations of shared variables  u1,...,ui,v1,...vi−1  (for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k) and
computes a shared valuation s such that ( u1,...,ui , v1,...,vi−1,s ) is a linear
interface. We outline how this procedure works below.
The procedure linear int will require the following pre-condition, and
meet the following post-condition and invariant when called with the input
 u1,...,ui,v1,...vi−1 :
Precondition: There is some v0, an initial shared state, such that
( v0,v1,...vi−1 , u1,u2,...ui ) is a linear interface.
Postcondition: The value of the shared state at the return, s, is such that
( u1,...,ui , v1,...vi−1,s ) is a linear interface.
Invariant: At any point in the execution of linear int, if the localized state is
(b σ,s), and a statement of the parameterized program is executed from this
state, then (b σ,s) is a localized state reached in some execution of P.
Intuitively, the pre-condition says that there must be a “left” block of threads
where the initial computation can start, and which has a linear interface of
the above kind. This ensures that all the ui’s are indeed reachable in some
computation. Our goal is to build linear int to sequentially compute, using
nondeterminism, any possible value of s such that ( u1,...,ui , v1,...vi−1,s )
is a linear interface (as captured by the post-condition). The invariant above
assures laziness; recall that the laziness property says that no statement of the
parameterized program will be executed on a localized state of the sequential
program that is unreachable in the parameterized program.
Let us now sketch how linear int works on an input  u1,...,ui,v1,...vi−1 .
First, it will decide non-deterministically whether the linear interface is for a
single thread (by setting a variable last to 1, signifying it is simulating the last
thread) or whether the linear interface is for a block of threads more than one
(in which case last is set to 0).
10It will start with the state (σ1,u1) where σ1 is an initial local state of P, and
simulate an arbitrary number of moves of P, and stop this simulation at some
point, non-deterministically, ending in state (σ′
1,u′
1). At this point, we would like
the computation to “jump” to state (σ′
1,u2), however we need ﬁrst to ensure that
this state is reachable.
If last = 1, i.e. if the thread we are simulating is the last thread, then this is
easy, as we can simply check if u′
1 = v1. If last = 0, then linear int determines
whether (σ′
1,u2) is reachable by calling itself recursively on the tuple  u′
1 , getting
the return value s, and checking whether s = v1. In other words, we claim that
(σ′
1,u2) is reachable in the parameterized program if (u′
1,v1) is a linear interface.
Here is a proof sketch. Assume (u′
1,v1) is a linear interface; then by the pre-
condition we know that there is an execution starting from a shared initial state
to the shared state u1. By switching to the current thread T and using the local
computation of process P just witnessed, we can take the state to u′
1 (with local
state σ′
1), and since (u′
1,v1) is a linear interface, we know there is a “right” block
of processes that will somehow take us from u′
1 to v1. Again by the pre-condition,
we know that we can continue the computation in the second round, and ensure
that the state reaches u2, at which point we switch to the current thread T, to
get to the local state (σ′
1,u2).
The above argument is the crux of the idea behind our construction. In
general, when we have reached a local state (σ′
i,u′
i), linear int will call itself on
the tuple u′
1,...,u′
i,v1,...vi−1, get the return value s and check if s = vi, before
it “jumps” to the state (σ′
i,ui+1). Note that when it calls itself, it maintains
the pre-condition that there is a v0 such that ( v0,v1,...vi−1 , u′
1,...,u′
i ) is a
linear interface by virtue of the fact that the pre-condition to the current call
holds, and by the fact that the values u′
1,...,u′
i were computed consistently in
the current thread.
The soundness of our construction depends on the above argument. Notice
that the laziness invariant is maintained because the procedure calls itself to
check if there is a “right” block whose linear interface will witness reachability,
and the computation involved in this is assured to meet only reachable states
because of its pre-condition which demands that there is a “left”-block that
assures an execution.
Completeness of the sequentialization relies on several other properties of
the construction. First, we require that a call to linear int returns all possible
values of s such that ( u1,...,ui , v1,...vi−1,s ) is a linear interface. Moreover,
we need that for every execution corresponding to this linear interface and every
local state (σ,s) seen along such an execution, the local state is met along some
run of linear int. It is not hard to see that the above sketch of linear int
does meet these requirements.
Notice that when simulating a particular thread, two successive calls to
linear int may result in diﬀerent depths of recursive calls to linear int, which
means that a diﬀerent number of threads are explored. However, the correctness
of the computation does not depend on this, as correctness only relies on the
fact that linear int computes a linear interface, and the number of threads in
11Denote qi,j = qi,...,qj
Let s be the shared variables and g the global variables of P; bool atom,terminate;
main()
begin
Let q1,...,qk be of type of s;
int i = 1; atom := F;
call init();
q1 := g;













if(j = bound) then




j++; s := qj; fi
else




if(j = bound) then return;
else assume(q
′
j = s); g :=save;




Fig.3. Function main and interlined control code of the sequential program P
lazy
k .
the block that witnesses this interface is immaterial. This property of a linear
interface that encapsulates a block of threads no matter how their internal com-
position is, is what makes a sequentialization without extra counters possible.
We will have a main function that drives calls to linear int, calling it
to compute linear interfaces starting from a shared state u1 that is an initial
shared state. Using successive calls, it will construct linear interfaces of the form
 u1,...,ui,v1,...,vi  maintaining that vj = uj+1, for each j < i. This will en-
sure that the interfaces it computes are wrapped interfaces, and hence the calls to
linear int meet the latter’s pre-condition. When it has computed a complete
linear interface of length k, it will stop, as any localized state reachable in a k
round-robin schedule would have been seen by then (see Lemma 1).
The syntactic transformation. The sequential program P
lazy
k obtained from
P in the lazy sequentialization consists of the function init of P, a new function
main, a function linear int, and for every function f other than main in P, a
function flazy. The function main of P
lazy
k is shown in Figure 3. The function
linear int is obtained by transforming the main function in the process of the
parameterized program, by interlining code between every two statements, and
the interlined code is shown in Figure 3. Further, all functions in the process of
the parameterized program are also transformed with the same interlined code.
The interlined code allows to interrupt the simulation of a thread (provided
we are not in an atomic section), and either jump directly to the next shared
state (if last = 1) or call recursively linear int to ensure that jumping to
the next shared state will explore a reachable state. Observe that before calling
12linear int recursively from the interlined code, we copy g (i.e., the value of P’s
global variables) to the local variables save, and after returning, copy it back to
g to restore the local state.
The global variables of P
lazy
k includes all global and shared variables of P,
as well as two extra global Boolean variables atom and terminate. The variable
atom is used to ﬂag that the simulation is within an atomic block of instructions
where context-switches are prohibited. The variable terminate is used to force
the return from the most recent call to linear int in the call stack (thus all the
function calls which are in the call stack up to this call are also returned). This
variable is set false in the beginning and after returning each call to linear int.
Function main uses k copies of the shared variables denoted with q1,...,qk.
It calls init and then iteratively calls linear int with i = 1,...,k. Variable q1
is assigned in the beginning and at each iteration i < k the value of the shared
variables is stored in qi+1.
Function linear int is deﬁned with formal parameters q =  q1,...,qk ,
q′ =  q′
1,...,q′
k−1  and bound. Variable bound stores the bound on the number
of rounds to execute in the current call to linear int.
The variable atom is set to true when entering an atomic block and set back
to false on exiting it. The interlined code refers to variables last and j. The
variable last is nondeterministically assigned when linear int starts. Variable
j counts the rounds being executed so far in the current call of linear int (j
is initialized to 1).
We also insert “assume(F);” before each return statement of linear int
which is not part of the interlined code; this prevents a call to linear int to be
returned after executing to completion.
A concrete sequentialization of a code depicting the essentials of a Win-
dows NT Bluetooth device driver is given in Appendix C.
Correctness and laziness of the sequentialization
We now formally prove the correctness and laziness of our sequentialization. We
start with a lemma stating that function linear int indeed computes linear
interfaces of the parameterized program P (i.e. meets its post-condition).
Lemma 2. Assume that linear int when called with actual parameters u1,...,uk,
v1,...,vk−1,i terminates and returns. If b s is the valuation of the (global) variable
s at return, then ( u1,...,ui , v1,...,vi−1,b s ) is a linear interface of P. ⊓ ⊔
Consider a call to linear int such that the precondition stated in page 10
holds. Using the above lemma we can show that the localized states from which
we simulate the transition of P are discovered lazily, and that the program
ensures that the precondition holds on recursive calls to linear int.
Lemma 3. Let ( v0,v1,...,vi−1 , u1,...,ui ) be an initial linear interface. Con-
sider a call to linear int with actual parameters u1,...,uk, v1,...,vk−1,i.
– Consider a localized state reached during an execution of this call, and let a
statement of P be simulated on this state. Then the localized state is reachable
in some execution of P.
13– Consider a recursive call to linear int with parameters u′
1,...,u′
k, v1,...,vk−1,j.
Then ( v0,v1,...,vj−1 , u′
j,...,u′
j ) is a linear interface. ⊓ ⊔
Note that whenever the function main calls linear int, it satisﬁes the pre-
condition for linear int. This fact along with the above two lemmas establish
the soundness and laziness of the sequentialization.
The following lemma captures the completeness argument:
Lemma 4. Let ρ be a k-round-robin execution of P. Then there is a wrapped
initial linear interface ( u1,...,uk , u2,...,uk,v ) that ρ conforms to, and a
terminating execution ρ′ of P
lazy
k such that at the end execution ρ′, the valuation
of the variables  q1,...,qk,s  is  u1,...,uk,v . Furthermore, every localized state
reached in ρ is also reached in ρ′. ⊓ ⊔
Consolidating the above lemmas, we have:
Theorem 1. Given k ∈ N and a parameterized program P, an assertion is vio-
lated in an execution of P in a k-round-robin schedule if and only if an assertion
is violated in an execution of P
lazy
k . Moreover, P
lazy
k is lazy: if P
lazy
k simulates a
statement of P on a localized state, then the localized state is reachable in P. ⊓ ⊔
Parameterized programs over ﬁnite data domains: A sequential program
with variables ranging over ﬁnite domains can be modeled as a pushdown system.
Analogously, a parameterized program with variables ranging over ﬁnite domains
can be modeled as a parameterized multi-stack pushdown system, i.e., a system
composed of a ﬁnite number of pushdown systems sharing a portion of the control
locations, which can be replicated in an arbitrary number of copies in each run.
A parameterized multi-stack pushdown system A is thus a tuple (S,S0,{Ai}n
i=1),
where S is a ﬁnite set of shared locations, S0 ⊆ S is the set of the initial shared
locations and for i ∈ [1,n], with Ai is a standard pushdown system whose set of
control locations is S×Li for some ﬁnite set Li. We omit a formal deﬁnition of the
behaviors of A which can be easily derived from the semantics of parameterized
programs given in Section 2, by considering that each s ∈ S is the analogous of a
shared state in the parameterized programs, a state of each Ai is the analogous
of a local state of a process, and thus (s,l) ∈ S × Li corresponds to a localized
state.
Following the sequentialization construction given earlier in this section to
construct the sequential program P
lazy
k from a parameterized program P, we
can construct from A a pushdown system Ak such that the reachability problem
up to k-round-robin schedules in A can be reduced to the standard reachability
problem in Ak. Also, the number of locations of Ak is O(ℓk2 |S|2k) and the
number of transitions of Ak is O(ℓdk3 |S|2k−1) where ℓ is
Pn
i=1 |Li| and d is the
number of the transitions of A1,...,An. The details of the construction of Ak
are given in Appendix B.
Theorem 2. Let A be a parameterized multi-stack pushdown system and k ∈ N.
Reachability up to k-round-robin schedules in A reduces to reachability in Ak.
Moreover, the size of Ak is singly exponential in k and linear in the product of
the number of locations and transitions of A. ⊓ ⊔
145 Conclusions and Future Work
We have given an assertion-preserving eﬃcient sequentialization of parameter-
ized concurrent programs under bounded round schedules.
An interesting future direction we see is in utilizing the sequentialization to
ﬁnd errors in parameterized concurrent programs using SMT solvers, as done for
concurrent programs in [10]. While the translation is not hard to implement, the
bottleneck here is that automatic deductive veriﬁcation using SMT solvers for
recursive programs requires capturing summaries, which hasn’t been engineered
eﬃciently yet.
Finally, sequentializations can also be used to subject parameterized pro-
grams to abstraction-based model-checking. It would be worthwhile to pursue
under-approximation of static analysis of concurrent and parameterized pro-
grams (including data-ﬂow and points-to analysis) using sequentializations.
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15Appendix
A An Eager Conversion
We give an informal description of an eager transformation from a parameterized
program P to a sequential program P
eager
k , which is an adaptation of the eager
transformation given in [11] for concurrent programs with ﬁnitely many threads.
The idea behind P
eager
k is the following. Consider any k-round-robin schedule
of P, where in each round the threads are scheduled in the order T1,...,Tm.
P
eager
k simulates the threads one after another in a single round in the order
T1,...,Tm. Only at the end will P
eager
k check if the execution of all the threads
corresponds to an actual execution of P.
Simulation starts by guessing (using non-determinism) a set of shared states
(u1,...,uk) where u1 is an initial shared state of P. These guessed states are




k does an arbitrary number of iterations, one iteration for
each thread. In each iteration P
eager
k takes a tuple ¯ u = (u1,...,uk) of shared
states and simulates a thread to compute a tuple ¯ v = (v1,...,vk) such that
(¯ u, ¯ v) is a thread linear interface.
Consider iteration j and (u1,...,uk). Thread Tj is simulated for each round
from 1 through k. In the ﬁrst round, P
eager
k starts from a localized state of Tj,
where u1 is the shared state and the local state is initial. Tj is simulated for some
time. Then P
eager
k non-deterministically stops the simulation of Tj (to simulate
a context-switch), and stores the reached shared state in v1. The simulation of
round i, i > 1, works as follows. At the beginning of round i, simulation starts
from a localized state whose shared state is ui and the local state is inherited from
the end of the previous round. The thread Tj is then simulated for an arbitrary
number of steps, after which the shared state at the end of round i is stored in vi.
Notice that, when all the rounds have been simulated ((u1,...,uk),(v1,...,vk))
is a thread linear interface (a thread linear interface is a linear interface where
the block consists of a single thread). After the simulation of a thread ends,
either P
eager
k non-deterministically stops or proceeds to the next thread after
copying (v1,...,vk) to (u1,...,uk).
When the simulation has stopped, we need to check if the simulation of the
threads forms a global computation of P. P
eager
k veriﬁes this by checking that
the shared states (v1,...,vk) wrap with (b u1,..., b uk), i.e. b ui+1 = vi.
In its simulation, P
eager
k may explore unreachable states of P. In fact, the
shared states (u1,...,uk) are guessed and explored, though these states may
not be reachable in any execution of P. However, if the ﬁnal tuple of states
(v1,...,vk) wrap with (b u1,..., b uk) then the guessed states (b u1,..., b uk) are reach-
able and so is the entire simulation. Thus, an assertion in a process of P cannot
be checked as an assertion during the simulation. Hence, we translate every as-
sertion into a conditional statement that checks whether the assertion fails, and
16if so, sets a boolean variable violation to true. At the end, after checking whether
the ﬁnal tuple wraps with the initial, P
eager
k will assert false if violation is true.
B Details on the construction of the pushdown system
corresponding to a parameterized multi-stack
pushdown system
Fix a parameterized multi-stack pushdown system A = (S,S0,{Ai}n
i=1). For
i ∈ [1,n], let S × Li be the set of control locations, δi be the transition relation
and Γi the stack alphabet of the pushdown system Ai. We assume that the sets





i=1 δi. Also, with u, we denote a tuple u1,...,uk where ui ∈ S for each
i ∈ [1,k].
We deﬁne the pushdown system Ak as follows. The set of locations of Ak con-
tains the initial location start, locations of the form (x,y), locations of the form
(i,x) with i ∈ [1,k], and locations of the form (j,bound,terminate,last,l,x,y)
with j,bound ∈ [1,k], terminate,last ∈ [0,1], and l ∈ V . The stack of Ak is used
either to mimic the behavior of each Ai or to handle the recursive function calls
introduced by our sequentialization construction. Therefore, the stack alphabet
is Γ ∪ [1,k] × S ∪ [1,k] × L × Sk.
From the initial location start, Ak can move to any location (1,x) such that
x1 is an initial shared state (the stack is not changed in this transitions). There
are no transitions from locations of the form (x,y).
From each location (i,x), by pushing (i,x1) onto the stack, Ak can move to
any location (1,i,0,last,l,x,y) such last ∈ [0,1], l ∈ L is initial, and yj = xj+1
for j ∈ [1,k − 1]. This corresponds to calling linear int from function main
in the sequentialization construction. Note that last is assigned nondeterminis-
tically.
From each location (j,bound,terminate,last,l,x,y), several kinds of moves
are possible:
– thread transition: let γ be the top symbol on the stack and terminate = 0,
for each transition of δ from location (xj,l) to (x′,l′) rewriting γ with γ′ on
the stack, Ak can move to (j,bound,0,last,l′,x′,y) rewriting the top of the
stack with γ′, where x′ diﬀers from x at most in the j-th component which
is x′;
– context switch in the last scheduled thread: last = 1 and terminate = 0,
Ak can move to (j′,bound,terminate′,1,l,x,y′) where if j = bound then
terminate′ = 1, j′ = j and y′ diﬀers from y at most in the j-th component
which is y′
j = xj, otherwise xj = yj, y′ = y, terminate′ = 0 and j′ = j + 1
(the stack is not changed in such transitions);
– switch to the next scheduled thread: last = 0 and terminate = 0, Ak can
move to (1,j,0,last
′,l′,x,y) where last
′ ∈ [0,1] and l′ is initial, by pushing
onto the stack (bound,l,x);
– return to the last “switch to the next scheduled thread”: terminate = 1 and
17• let γ ∈ Γ be the symbol at the top of the stack, then Ak can self-loop
by popping the stack;
• let (bound′,l′,x′) be the symbol at the top of the stack, then Ak can
move to (j′,bound
′,terminate′,0,l′,x′,y) by popping the stack, where
terminate′ = 1 and j′ = bound if bound = bound
′, and terminate′ = 0
and j′ = bound + 1 otherwise;
• let (i,x) be the symbol at the top of the stack, then setting x′
1 = x and
x′
j+1 = yj for j ∈ [1,k − 1], Ak can move to (i + 1,x′) if i < k, and to
(x′,y) otherwise.
It is possible to show that the set of reachable locations of Ak of the form
(x,y) is exactly the set of wrapped initial linear interfaces of length k of A.
C Example of sequentialization: Windows NT Bluetooth
Driver
We consider a parameterized version of a simpliﬁed Windows NT Bluetooth
driver model cosidered in [16,17]. Brieﬂy, this driver has two processes an adder
which is started by the operating system to perform I/O in the driver and a
stopper that aims to halt the driver. The I/O is successfully handled if the
driver is not stopped, and an error state is reached otherwise.
The device extension is modeled with shared variables. In particular, we
use the shared variables pendingIo, stopFlag, stopEvent and stopped. Variable
pendingIo stores the number of threads that are currently executing in the driver:
it is initialized to one, and then it is incremented when a new thread enters
the driver and decremented when one leaves. Variable stopFlag ﬂags that a
thread is attempting to stop the driver. It is initialized to false and new threads
should not be allowed to enter the driver when this ﬂag is on. Variable stopEvent
models an event which is ﬁred when pendingIo becomes zero. Also this variable is
initialized to false. Variable stopped store the status of the driver. It is initialized
to false meaning that the driver is working and is set to true when the driver
is successfully stopped. This variable is introduced in the model only to check a
safety property.
The parameterized program modeling the Windows NT Bluetooth driver is
reported in Figure 4. The corresponding sequential program obtained by ap-
plying the sequentialization construction from Section 4 with k = 2 is given
in Figures 5, 6 and 7. In these ﬁgures, we have abused the notation to give a
more concise description of the program. In particular, we have collected the
shared variables in a structure and used variables of this structured type in as-
signments and function calls with the following meaning. For structures q and
s of type vars, an assignment q := s is a shorthand for a sequence of assign-
ments q.pendingIo := s.pendingIo, q.stopFlag := s.stopFlag, q.stopEvent :=
s.stopEvent, and q.stopped := s.stopped. Analogously, passing q as a parame-
ter in a function call is a shorthand for passing as parmeters the sequence of
variables q.pendingIo, q.stopFlag, q.stopEvent, q.stopped.
18int pendingIo; bool stopFlag,stopEvent, stopped;
{pendingIo := 1; stopFlag := F; stopEvent := F; stopped := F; }
process Adder:
main() begin












// release allocated resources
stopped := T;
end











pIO := pendingIo; }
if (pIO = 0) then
stopEvent := T; fi
end
Fig.4. Parameterized program modeling the Windows NT Bluetooth driver.
According to the given semantics, an execution of the parameterized program
from Figure 4 can span over an arbitrary number of threads of both kinds of
processes. In a realistic setting though, while the number of adders is arbitrary
there is at most one stopper thread activated by the operating system. The
program in Figure 4 can be easily modiﬁed to enforce this. For example, we
could add a shared Boolean variable stopping which is initially set to false and
ensure that it is set to true as soon as a stopper thread is executed and its value is
never changed after. To handle the update of stopping properly, we could insert
the following code at the beginning of the main function of the process Stopper:
atomic {if (!stopping) then stopping := T else return; fi}.
19struct vars {int pendingIo; bool stopFlag,stopEvent, stopped;}
vars s; bool atom,terminate;
main() begin
vars q1,q2;
int i = 1; atom := F;
call init();
q1 := s;









pendingIo := 1; stopFlag := F;
stopEvent := F; stopped := F;
end
Interlined code:




if(j = bound) then


















Fig.5. Control code of the sequentialization up to 2 rounds of the parameterized model
of the Windows NT Bluetooth driver.




bool last; int i := 1;
bool temp; last := ∗;
if (∗) then < Adder main code >
else < Stopper main code > fi
end
Adder main code:





bool status := temp;
< Interlined code >
if (status) then
< Interlined code >
// Perform I/O
< Interlined code >
assert (!stopped); fi




< Interlined code >
assume(F);
Stopper main code:
< Interlined code >
stopFlag := T;




< Interlined code >
assume (stopEvent);
< Interlined code >
// release allocated resources
< Interlined code >
stopped := T;
< Interlined code >
assume(F);
Fig.6. Function linear int of the sequentialization up to 2 rounds of the parameter-
ized model of the Windows NT Bluetooth driver.






< Interlined code >
if (stopFlag) then
< Interlined code >
return F;
fi
< Interlined code >
atom := T;
pendingIo++;
< Interlined code >
atom := F;
< Interlined code >
return T;
end







< Interlined code >
atom := T;
pendingIo--;
< Interlined code >
pIO := pendingIo;
< Interlined code >
atom := F;
< Interlined code >
if (pIO = 0) then
< Interlined code >
stopEvent := T;fi
< Interlined code >
end
Fig.7. Functions dec and inc after the rewriting in the sequentialization up to 2 rounds
of the parameterized model of the Windows NT Bluetooth driver.
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